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Let {X(t); t 30) be a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments which has no 
Gaussian component. Assume that X(1) has a finite moment generating function. Let P, be the probability 
measure of the process {Z,(t); 0s t so l}, where Z,,(t) = (l/A”)X(hcu[O, t]), u is a probability measure 
on [0, l] and 1~ q < 2. We may regard P, as a probability measure on BV[O, 11, the space of functions 
of bounded variation on [0, I]. In this paper, we establish some results on moderate deviations for 
{$*; A >O}. We also present the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type Strong Law of Large Numbers for 
(X(t); IZO}. 
large deviations * rate function * stationary and independent increments * strong law of large numbers 
1. Introduction 
Let {X(t); t Z= 0) be a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments 
which has no Gaussian component. Let X(0) = 0 and X(1) have a finite moment 
generating function. Let P, be the probability measure of the process (2, (t); 0 s t s 
I}, where Z,(t) = (l/h”‘)X(ha[O, t]), (Y is a probability measure on [0, l] and 
1 <q (2. We may view PA as a probability measure on BV[O, 11, the space of 
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functions of bounded variation on [0, I] endowed with some weak topology. If A”’ 
is replaced by A, Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) obtained some large deviation 
principle (LDP) results for {ph; A > 0} on BV[O, 11. In this paper, we establish some 
LDP results for {ph; A > 0} in our framework. These results fall into the realm of 
moderate deviations. Usually, results on moderate deviations will provide simpler 
rate functions than those on large deviations. If {X( t); t 2 0} is a Gaussian process, 
Schilder (1966) obtained some moderate deviation results similar to what we have 
obtained. For a recent general large deviation results for some special kind of 
stochastic processes with stationary and independent increments, see de Acosta 
(1991). We also present the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type strong law of large 
numbers for stochastic processes with stationary and independent increments. The 
following paragraph indicates the structure of this paper and some of the methods 
we use to achieve our goals. 
In Section 2, we deal with the law of large numbers for stochastic processes with 
stationary and independent increments. In Section 3, we give a comparison principle 
for large deviations and the LDP of product probability measures, which are useful 
for the situation discussed in this paper. Using a result on moderate deviations for 
i.i.d. random variables, we establish the LDP for the process ((l/t”“)X(t); r> 0) 
which is of basic importance in establishing the LDP for {ph; A > O}. Let Y[O, l] 
be the space of all generalized measures with finite variation on the measurable 
space ([0, 11, %‘[O, l]), where %I[O, l] is the Bore1 u-algebra on [0, 11. A rate function 
on .Y[O, l] is defined and some results concerning this rate function are proved in 
Section 4. In Section 5, the general LDP results are established for {p, ; h > O}. 
2. Law of large numbers for stochastic processes with stationary and independent 
increments 
Let {X(t); t 3 0} be a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments. 
We always take the process to be separable. The next theorem is similar to the 
Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers for a sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables. 
Theorem 2.1. For a stochastic process {X(t); t 2 0) (assume X (0) = 0) with stationary 
and independent increments, the following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) ElX(lP <a, p E [I, 2). 
(ii) (X(t)-EX(t))/t”P+O as. as t-too. 
For p = 1, the above stated theorem appears in Gihman and Skorokhod (1975, 
p. 338). The argument presented below is essentially theirs and also at the heart of 
the proof of Theorem 2.2 which we need later. One of the key steps in the proof is 
also used later. 
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Proof. Obviously, if EIX( 1)1” < 00, 
(X(n)-EX(n))/n”“+O a.s. as n+oo. 
Therefore, to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that 
sup IX(t)-EX(r)-X(n)+EX(n)j/n”“+O a.s. as n-co. 
,I. IS n+, 
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, the above holds provided for every E>O, 
CP 
( 
sup IX(t)-EX(t)-X(n)+EX(n)l>en”P <co. 
,1 .I 1 ,1‘ I- I,+, I 
If c>O is such that for 0s ts 1, 
P{IX(t)l>c}4, 
(2.1) 
by the Ottaviani inequality (actually from the continuous analog of the Ottaviani 
inequality which is applicable since {X( 1); t z 0) is a separable process), we have 
P 
( 
SUP jX(~)j>Fdip ~2P{(x(1)(>Etl”‘-c}. 
I o- r- I 
(2.2) 
This assertion implies that E(sup,,_ ,_ ,lx(t)l)“<a, and hence sup,,. ,_ ,lEX(t)/ is 
finite. Let K =supo- ,_ ,(EX(t)l. Then we have 
c p{ sup Ix(l)-x(n)--x(I)+EX(n)l>En”r ,1 ‘I ,I- I<I, t, I 
S2 c P{IX(I)I>d”-K-c} 
n -_ 1 
G2&-PEIX(l)+K+C/P<C0. 
Conversely, if (X(t) - EX(t))/t”“+O, then 
(X(M)-_X(n))/n”“+O a.s. as n+co, 
and this implies that EIx(I)I~ < ~0. 0 
We need the following result in Sections 3 and 5, which can be proved by a 
similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem2.2. Let {X(t); t&O} beasin Theorem 2.1. LetElX(1)12<~, p( .) aposifive 
function with cp(t)+W and (o(t)/cp([t])+ 1 as t-+W. 77ten 
(X(t)-EX(t))/(t”‘p(t))+O inprobabilityas t-+a. 0 
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3. Some general results on large deviations for stochastic processes with stationary 
and independent increments 
Let % be a topological space and %3(g) the Bore1 o-algebra of Z. Let {PA; A > 0} 
be a family of probability measures on %‘(%‘). For the sake of completeness, we 
record the large deviation principle below. See Ellis (1985, Definition 11.3.1, p. 35). 
Definition 3.1. We say that the family of probability measures {PA; A >O} satisfies 
the large deviation principle (LDP) with respect to the positive function cp( .) 
((P(A)+co as A+a) and rate function I(.) if 
(i) I( .) is non-negative, lower semicontinuous (I.s.c.), and {x E W; I(x) s c} is 
compact for all c > 0; 
(ii) (upper bound) for every closed subset F of 2, 
hm::p(Ilcp(A)) log$,(F)s-I(F); 
(iii) (lower bound) for every open subset G of %‘, 
Here and in what follows, we use I(A) for inf,,, Z(x). 
Let {[rpl} be a family of probability measures on a polish space %‘I, i = 1,2. Let 
$,+ = IP: x I!?‘, be the product probability measures on the space %‘= %” x 2’. Using 
a method similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.8 in Lynch and Sethuraman 
(1987), we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf {pi; A > 0) satisfies the LDP with respect to the same positive function 
(p(~)(~(t)+4)ast+~)andratefunctionsI’(~), i = 1,2, respectively, then {PA = Pl x 
Pf; A > 0) satisjies the LDP with respect to the function cp( .) and the rate function 
I(x,,x2)=Z’(x,)+12(x2), xiES?, i=l,2. 0 
Let (s, d) be a metric space with the metric d, C4 the g-algebra of Bore1 sets of 
S, and p, v two probability measures on (s, 9). The Prohorov distance between p 
and Y is defined by 
p(p, V) = inf{ 6 > 0; p(F) < V( F”) + S for all closed sets F in S}, 
where for F > 0, F’ = {y E s; d (x, y) < E for some x E F}. We also let 
P~(K v) = inf{S > 0; p(F) < V( F’) + 6 for all closed sets F in S} 
It is easy to prove that p,(p, V) = pp( V, CL). Similar to Proposition 2 in Baxter and 
Jain (1988), we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let {pA ; A > 0} and { V, ; A > 0) be two families of probability measures 
on a metric space (s, d) such that for every F > 0, 
lim (llcp(A))logp,(~, ~,)=-a, h +u:, 
where cp( .) is a positive function with cp(A) + CO as A + CO. Then the LDP holds for 
{pA ; A > 0} with respect to cp( . ) and the rate function Z( . ) if and only if the LDP 
holdsfor {uA; A > 0) with respect to the same function cp( . ) and the same rate,function 
I(.). 0 
Recently, Chen (1991), de Acosta (1992) and Ledoux (1991) obtained some 
moderate deviation results for i.i.d. Banach space valued random variables. For the 
non-i.i.d. case, see Jiang (1991). The following theorem is a special case of Chen 
(1991). 
Theorem A. Let B be a separable Banach space with the norm 11. )I and {X,,; n 2 1) 
a sequence of i.i.d. B-valued random variables with EX, = 0. Let E exp( e/IX, II’-“) < 00 
for all E > 0 and some 1 < q < 2, and S,,/ n ‘ly, n 2 1 converge to zero in probability. 
Then {p,, = .%‘(S,,/n”“); n 2 1) satisjes the LDP with respect to the sequence 
{n’llY’kl; n 2 1) and rate function 
Z(x)=sup{f(x)-$Efz(X,)}, XEIEJ 
lilW 
where B’ is the dual space of B. Conversely, if the upper bound property in the LDP 
for W,; n 2 1) holds, then E exp(FIIX,(J2~y) <cc -for all F > 0. 0 
Applying Theorem A, we obtain the LDP for stochastic processes with stationary 
and independent increments as follows. 
Theorem 3.4. Let {X(t); t 2 0} be a stochastic process with stationary and indepen- 
dent increments such that X(0) =0 and EX(t) = 0 for all t>O. Suppose 
E exp(.z(X( 1)12py) <cc for all e>O and some qE(1,2). Then {p,=3(X(t)/t”“); 
t > 0} satisjies the LDP with respect to the function t”‘Y’m’ and rate.function 
Z(x) = x2/(2a2), x E R’, 
where u2 = E (X( 1))‘. Conversely, if the upper boundproperty in the LDPfor {p,; t > 0) 
holds, then E exp(E]X(l)I’mY) < cc for all F > 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the condition E exp( e/X( l)[‘-“) < ~0 implies X(t)/ t”” + 0 
in probability as t+m. Note that 
X(t)/ t”Y = ~~~~l~lr~l”Y+~~~f~-~~~fl~~lf”~ 
+X([t])(l/t”q-l/[t]“q). 
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Then for any F > 0 and closed set F in R’, 
f{X(t)/t’lq E F}< f’{X([t])/[r]“‘~ F’}+P{IX(~)-X([~])~>:E~“~} 
+ ~~lx([WW”l~ Ak E)}, (3.1) 
where A( r, E) = hEl[ t]““/( f “’ - l)- ‘I + co as r -+ co. It follows that 
p+(p,, $,r,)s P SUP iX(t)l>h”’ +y,,{(-A(c E), AU, E))? 
1 ,I- IS I I 
By (2.2), there exists a number c > 0 such that for all F > 0 and A > 0, 
P 
i 
sup IX(r)l>tEr’lY 
O-I< I 
s 2P{lX( 1)1> +.5r”Y - C} 
s 2 exp{-(~~r”Y - c)‘mYA}E exp{AIX( l)j’my}. 
Therefore 
hrir( l/ r’2’y’-‘) log P 
1 
sup 1X( r)J > $5r’lY = -02. 
o- IS I I 
(3.2) 
Moreover, since {IP,,,; r>O} satisfies the LDP with respect to the function r(2’y)-’ 
and the rate function Z(x) = x2/(2a’), x E R, by Theorem A, and A( r, E) + cc as 
woo, we have 
lim( l/r’2’y’m’ 11% ~,,Ib4~, 4,Ak 4)‘l= --co. (3.3) ,+cT‘ 
Combining (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we have 
lim( l/r’2’y” 
l-W ) log ,GP,, y,,) = --co. 
By Lemma 3.3, the above assertion implies the first part of the conclusion of the 
theorem. Using Theorem A, we obtain immediately the second part ofthe theorem. 0 
From Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.4 hold. Then for every A > 0, 
lim r’p’“‘Y’ log P sup Ix(s)( > Ar’IY = -A2/(2c7’). 
I-X TF[u,r] 
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Proof. Set p = 1/(2q)+i. Then p < l/q and p E ($, 2). By Theorem 2.2, there exists 
fo> 0 such that for all t > t,,, 
and by the Ottaviani inequality, for every t > t,, , 
P{JX(r)l>At”q}~ P sup ]X(.s)l>At”Y 
i ,i[O,lJ I 
G 2 P{jX( t)l > (t”Y - P)}. 
Since I(x) = x’/(2a’) is continuous, the statement of the corollary follows from 
Theorem 3.4. 0 
Remark 3.6. Corollary 3.5 seems to be of some significance. In fact, it shows that 
su~,~[~~, , lX(s)] has th e so-called subgaussian tail behaviour although {X(s); s > 0} 
may not be a Gaussian process. 
4. The rate function of Z[O, 11 
Let Z’[O, l] be the space of all generalized measures having finite variation on the 
measurable space ([0, 11, .%‘[O, l]), where %‘[O, l] is the Bore1 c-algebra of [0, 11. 
We denote by r the class of all finite partitions y = (B, , B,, . . . , B,,,), where B, = 
[O,a,], B,=(a,~,,a,],2~k~m,andO<a,<. . . < a,?, = 1. Both the collection of 
points {a,, . . . , a,} and the collection of intervals ([0, a,], (a,, a,], . . . , (a,,,-, , 11) 
are referred to as the partition y. Let % = (8, {0}, [0, a], (6, c]; 0 < a s 1, 0 < h < c G 
l}. We define a topology 2 on 5?[0, l] with the aid of the family of seminorms 
where y E lY Then (Z[O, l],$) is a locally convex linear topological vector space. 
A basis of this topology is provided by the collection of sets 
{RETiIO, 11; llQ-~/l,~~~, 
where Q E Z[O, 1],6 > 0, y E lY A net {&; cy E I} in .Z[O, l] converges to Q, E 5?[0, l] 
iff 
{Q<?(A); N t I} converges to &(A) for all A E X 
In order to make it convenient to deal with our problem, in the sequel, we always 
regard BV[O, I], the space of all functions on [0, 11 with bounded variation, the 
same as .JZ’[O, l] (Dunford and Schwartz, 1964, p. 142). Thus, if X,( .), X( .)E 
BV[O, 11, we have that X,( .)--z X( .) in the topology 2 if and only if X,,(r) + X(t) 
for every t E [0, 11. 
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Let cr be a probability measure on [0, 11, y: (0 = to < t, <. . . < t, = 1) and A, = 
[0, t,], A,, =(tk-,, t,], 2~ ksn. For anyfcT[O, 11, we define 
iffs a, 
otherwise, 
(4.1) 
where we observe the convention that O/O = 0. 
Denote the restriction of the measure CI and f to a(-y) by CY,, andf,, respectively, 
where a(r) is the m-field generated by the intervals in the partition y. We may 
rewrite the definition in (4.1) by 
We define 
1 
J(f) = 
q2C4 da, if ,f < a and q = df/da, 
otherwise. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
In the following, we establish some lemmas about J,,( .) and J( .), in which some 
of the ideas come from Borovkov and Mogul’skii (1980), Groeneboom, Oosterhoff 
and Ruymgaart (1979) and Lynch and Sethuraman (1987). 
Let a(y) be the u-field generated by the intervals in the partition y. The partitions 
r form a directed set under the partial order according to which, say $2 y if 
a(~‘) 2 g(y), We will be taking limits of functions on r and it will always be along 
directed nets such that o(y) + B[O, 11. 
Lemma 4.1. For eueryf E 6p[O, 11, as CT(Y) + %‘[O, 11, 
J,(f) + J(f) 
and 
sup J,(f) = J(f). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. If f< f_x does not hold, (4.4) holds obviously. Now, assume f < CY. For any 
A E %[O, I], by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
f'(A) = 
i.e., 
f2(A)/a(A) =s (df/da)’ da. 
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Therefore 
J,(f) G J(f) for all y E K (4.6) 
Since f< U, {dfy/day, o(y); y E r} is a martingale and uniformly integrable, it 
follows that 
df,/da, + df/da a.e. as o(y) + 93[0,1]. (4.7) 
If J;(df/dLu)* da = o;), then (4.4) follows from Fatou’s lemma. 
If fi(df/da)’ da < co, by (4.6), SUP~,~. j$df,/da,)* dcr coo, and hence 
{(dS,/da,)‘, a(r); YE I’} is a uniformly integrable sub-martingale, and by (4.7), 
(df,/da,)2+ (df/da)2 as u(y) + %‘[O, 11. Hence 
J,(f)+J(.f) as dr)+~3[0,11. (4.8) 
Combining (4.6) and (4.8), (4.5) follows. 0 
A collection J% of elements in .Ce[O, l] is called uniformly absolutely continuous 
with respect to cy if for every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that supo,.,]Q(B)l< E 
if a(B) < 6, BE 93[0,1]. 
Lemma 4.2. J( * ) is ,$lower semicontinuous. 
Proof. Let Q E 2’[0, l] and c an arbitrary real number such that J(Q) > C. By (4.5) 
and (4.1), there exist a partition y E r and 6 > 0 such that I] R - QII, < 6 implies 
J,(R)> c. Thus J(R)> c for all R satisfying [JR - 911, < 6, i.e., JP’((c, a)) is an 
open set in (Z[O, l],$). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let c > 0 and Al = {Q E Y[O, 11; J(Q) G c}, then 
(i) Jll is uniforml_y absolutely continuous with respect to LY, and 
(ii) Ju is &compact. 
Proof. For every B E 93[0, I] and every Q E JII, 
lO( = 
s 
I 
’ ]dQ,da/ da c ’ (dQ,da)2 da “‘5 (2~)“‘. 
0 > 
Let l= (2~)“~, then 
{Q(B); Q E ~‘4 BE ~3[0,11] c [-I, 11. (4.9) 
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For every E >O, let 6 = E*/(~c). Then for every QE ./u and every BE %‘[O, l] 
satisfying (Y(S) < 8, 
IQ(B)1 s (I 
I3 
(dQ,da)’ da) “2(&3))1’2G (2c)“‘(E2,(2c))“’ = 8. 
Thus (i) is valid. 
Let A’ be the collection of all set functions p : S;-, [-I, I] with the topology 9, 
of setwise convergence on 9, where 9 is the field generated by X It is clear that 
A’ is Y-,-compact. Let A”={p E Z’[O, 11; IP(A I for all AE 9) and JY~ the 
restriction of Y to A”. Obviously, Y, coincides with & on AC Next we prove that 
A is Y-,-closed. This follows by using an argument similar to the one used in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2. Hence A is T-,-compact and also a compact subset in the 
topological space (x, JV”~). Thus we have that A is F-compact in T[O, I]. q 
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 in Lynch and Sethuraman 
(1987), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. Let F be a T-closed subset of.Z’[O, 11. Then 
sup J,(F) = J(F), 
ytl‘ 
whereJ,(F)=inf,,,J,(x) and J(F)=inf,,,J(x). 0 
5. Moderate deviations for stochastic processes with stationary and independent 
increments with no Gaussian component 
Let {X(t); t 2 0} be a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments 
with no Gaussian component, measurable sample paths, X(0) = 0, and EX( t) = 0 
for all t>O. Let LY be a probability measure on [0, 11, and P, be the distribution 
of {Z*(t) = (l/A”“)X(Acr([O, t])); 0~ ts l}, where qE (1,2). By Donsker’s 
Theorem, PA converges weakly to so, where &, is the Dirac measure whose mass is 
concentrated at the null function in BV[O, 11. Let E(X*(l)) = v*. Then we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let E exp(BIX(l)lZmY) <co for all 6 > 0 and some q f (1,2) and 
{X(t); 0~ t d a} lie in BV[O, a] for all a > 0. Then {PA; A > 0} satisjies the LDP with 
respect to {A (*“)k’. A > 0} and the rate function J” given by , 
q*(x) da, iff ~a and q=df/da, 
otherwise. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, we know that J*( . ) is a rate function. Next 
we establish the upper bound and the lower bound parts of LDP. 
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(i) Upper bound. We need to prove that for any Y-closed set F in z[O, 11, 
lim s,“p ( l/h(2’y)-’ )logP’,{F}c-J*(F). (5.1) 
Let y={O=t,<t,<. . . < tk = l} be a partition and 
if i= 1, 
if i=2 ,..., k. 
(5.2) 
Let W,,i=Z,(Ai)=Z,(t,)-Z,(t,~,), l~isk. Then {W,,,;l~i~k} are indepen- 
dent, and from Theorem 3.4, we have that for each 1 s is k, { W,,i; h > 0) satisfies 
the LDP with respect to A’2’y’~’ and the rate function I’(x) = x2/(2f12~(Ai)), x E R. 
By Lemma 3.2, {W,,,; 1 d is k} satisfies the LDP with respect to A(2’y)p’ and the 
rate function 
h(x,, . . . , XL) =& .i xfla(Ai), (x,, . . . , Xk)ERk. (5.3) 
, 1 
Now 
U=,(F)= f’{Z, E WC P{J,(.G)~:J,(F)), 
where J,(Z,,) =$ Cr=, W:,,/‘a(Ai). 
Clearly the set 
is a closed set in Rk. Using the LDP of { W,,,; 1 s i< k} and its rate function in 
(5.3), we obtain 
lim s,“p (l/A (2’q)m’) log P, { F} 
c lim yp ( l/A(2’y)-’ ) log P{J,(Z,)~J,(F)J 
= lim:zp (1/A(2’y)-‘) log Q,{ F’} 
k 
<- inf 
(x,,. .,ql~F’ (1/(2~‘)) C xfla(Ai) i=l 
=z -J;(F), 
where Q, is the distribution of { W,,i; 1 s i G k}. Now, Lemma 4.4 establishes (5.1). 
(ii) Lower bound. We need to prove that for any F-open set G in 9[0, 11, 
lim s,“p (l/A (2’y’-‘)log$,{G}~-J*(G). (5.4) 
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If J*(G) = co, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, fix E > 0 and choose f~ G 
such that J*(f) <J*(G)+ E. There exists 6 > 0 and a partition y = 
{O= t”<t,<. . . < fk = l} such that the neighborhood 
off is contained in G. Here, A,, . . . , Ak are as defined in (5.2). Thus 
where { W,,i; 1 s is k} are defined as in the proof of upper bound and satisfies the 
LDP with respect to h(2’q)-’ and the rate function given in (5.3). The set 
. , Xk); ,zFk IXr_f(Ai)I<6 I 
is open in Rk. Thus 
lim ‘,nf ( l/h(2’q)-‘) log p,{ G} 
+ 
2 -(l/a*)&(f) > -J*(f) z= -J*(G) - E. 
This completes the proof. 0 
By a result in Breiman (1968, Chapter 14), if E exp( oOIX( 1)1) <cc for some 0,> 0, 
we may consider $A as a probability measure on BV[O, l] or T[O, l] endowed with 
F-topology. Using this fact we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.2. Let E exp{&,(X(l)]} <cc for some O,> 0. Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 5.1 holds. 0 
Remark 5.3. Classical Schilder’s theorem (1966) (for its standard type of LDP, see 
Stroock, 1984, Theorem 1.16, p. 13) deals with large deviations for processes 
{(A”‘)X(t); t E [0, l]}, where {X(t); t E [0, 11) is a Gaussian process with X(0) = 0. 
Theorem 5.1 deals with large deviations (or, say, moderate deviations) for general 
processes with stationary and independent increments which have no Gaussian 
component. However, both the rate functions are of Gaussian type. 
Let cp(*) beapositivefunctionsatisfyingcp(h)~ooand(p(A)/cp([A])~l asA+a 
$(a) =lim,,, q(aA)/cp(A)>O for all a>O. Let (T*= EX*(l). Then by Theorem 2.2 
and following the spirit of the proof of Theorem 5.1, one can establish the following 
result. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let E exp(&(X(l)I ) 4 <co for some 19,>0 and qE(O,l), q(h)= 
o(h q/2(2-y)) us A + co and {X(t); 0~ t < a} lie in BV[O, l] for all a > 0. Let $A be 
the distribution of {(1/[A”2~(A)])X(Acr([0, t])); t~[0, l]}, where (Y is a probability 
measure on [0, 11. Then {P’,,; A > 0} satisfies the LDP with respect to p( *) and the 
rate function given by Theorem 5.1. 0 
Let {X,,; n z 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, S,, =I:=, X,, n 2 1 and 
IF’,, the distribution function of Z,,(t) = S[,,,,/n, OG t s 1, n 2 1. Varadhan (1966) 
studied the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence of probability measures {P,; n 2 1) 
as n + 00. It is easy to see that {St,,,; 0 c t G 1) are functions of bounded variation. 
Let EX, = 0, EX: = C?<CO, and Q,, the distribution of {(l/n”“)St,,,; 0~ tc 1). 
Then we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.5. Let q E (1,2). Zf E exp{elX,I’-“}<m for all 0> 0, then {Q,,; n 2 1) 
satisjes the LDP with respect to A(2’q)P’ and the rate function 
J*(f) = 5 ’ (df(x)/dx)2 dx 
for all f E BV[O, 11, where df(x)/dx is the ordinary derivative off on [0, 11. q 
For the next genera1 result, in which some of the ideas come from Ledoux (1991), 
we need the following assumptions. 
(i) EX’(1) = (T’<co. 
(ii) Let q( * ) be a positive increasing function such that cp( t) + ~0 as t + ~0 and 
has the following additional property: there exists M > 0 such that for all u > 0 and 
l>O, 
P{IX(l)I > n “‘(p(n)u}=O(min{exp(-lp*(n)), n-’ exp(-u2p2(n)/M)}) 
= 0( b, (M, u, I)), say, as n + a?. 
(iii) lim,,, cp(t)/p([t]) = 1, +(a) = lim ,__ cp ut)/cp( t) > 0 for all a > 0 and there (
exist 6 E (0,;) and A > 1 such that for all positive integers n and k, ‘p( nk) < 
Ak(“*)-“p(n). 
It is not difficult to verify the following fact: given u > 0, for all sufficiently large 
n, 4 
exp(-b2(n)L if lim sup log n/cp”( n) < 00, n-a3 
bn(M’ n’ I)= (l/n) exp(-n2~‘(n)lM), if ,im inf log n,92(n) =oo 
n-rot 
Theorem 5.6. Let the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, and {X(t); t E [0, a]} lie in 
BV[O, a] for all u>O. Let P,, be the distribution of {(~/A”‘(P(A))X(ACI([O, t])); 
0 s t s l}, where (Y is a probability measure on [0, 11. Then {PA ; A > 0) satisfies the 
LDP with respect to {p’(A); A > 0) and the rate function J*(f) us defined in Theorem 
5.1. 
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Proof. Looking at the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need only to make some neces- 
sary modifications in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Condition (i) implies that 
(l/( t”‘cp( t)))X(t) + 0 in probability as t + ~0. It is easy to show that condition (ii) 
implies that (3.2) holds in the present case and there exists A4 > 0 such that for 
every u>O, 
lim+;up q-‘(n) log(nP{IX(1)1> un”‘cp(n)})s -u’/M. 
By Theorem in Ledoux (1991) and Theorem 1 in Chen (1990), {IPl,l; t > O} satisfies 
the upper bound and lower bound of the LDP. Thus (3.3) holds. 0 
Taking q(A) = (2 log log A)“‘, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.6. Let {X(t); t E [0, a]} fie in BV[O, a] for all a >O, 
E(IX(l)l’(log’lX(I)I)“) <cc for all p >O and P, the distribution of 
((2A log log A))“‘X(AQ([O, t])); tE [O, l]}, w ere CY is a probability measure on [0, 11. h 
Then {PA; A > 0} satisjies the LDP with respect to (2 log log A; A > 0) and the rate 
jiunction J*(f) as dejined in Theorem 5.1. 0 
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